Emergency First Responder
Credentialing & Manual Accountability Package

Identify & track First Responders using a solution that has redefined traditional manual accountability and taken it to a whole new level.

Mobile Solutions® offers a packaged system that combines Tactron’s manual Accountability Management Program and Mobile ID’s electronic, Personnel Data Management Software to create a powerful and affordable solution for Emergency Response.

Tactron’s PASS Program is used in conjunction with Mobile ID software to allow users to build personnel records and print barcodes on PASS Tags or full sized ID cards which electronically store individual personnel records.

EOCs have access to a large database of personnel data using Mobile ID. They can work interoperably by sharing data among other departments and scan any PASS Tag/ID to access a personnel record.

Mobile ID/PASS Solution

Traditional manual accountability provides a solid foundation for accountability and tracking but does not allow for quick access to more detailed information. That is why Mobile Solutions® has incorporated Mobile ID software with Tactron’s PASS Program, resulting in a much more robust solution that incorporates centralized personnel data management.

The solution enables command centers to track and manage using a traditional Tactical Board and PASS Tags/IDs, but also has access to personnel data which can be viewed by scanning that person’s barcode printed on their tag/ID. The complete personnel database can be managed through Mobile ID to create and edit records, share data and view personal assets.

Tactical Board  P.A.S.S. Cards  Mobile ID Software  Name Tags  ID Cards

A lightweight multi-purpose Tactical Board used by first arriving officers and branch managers. Based on ICS to easily track equipment and personnel.

2×4 inch colored or white plastic cards with Velcro on both sides and a mounting patch. At the top of the P.A.S.S. is an area for an engraved unit ID (std. 5 characters). Recommended that a primary and back up P.A.S.S. to be carried on each unit.

Personnel data management software used to create records w/personnel contact & medical info, certifications, specialties, emergency contact info, list personal assets, attach documents, photo and ID number. Print PASS Tags or ID cards from Mobile ID including a barcode that stores individual personnel records.

Name tag sets have a visible ID# & name printed on each tag to support daily manual operations tracking. The printed barcode provides the ability to electronically pull additional responder data as needed.

In addition to personnel data management, Mobile ID client software also has the ability to print secure color photo ID badges.

Cloud Hosted Solution

Mobile Solutions® offers Mobile ID Server cloud hosting services for:

- Database Storage
- SSL Security Data Encryption
- Data Synchronization

This hosting service requires NO computing hardware having to be purchased by users to support their centralized database.
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1. Enroll Personnel
Create records of all personnel including contact & medical information, certifications & specialties, color photo, personal assets and more. Build a centralized database of personnel across city, state, or county departments to access from in the field.

2. Print Identification
Using the Mobile ID Software, print Name Tags or color ID cards for each first responder that includes a barcode with stored personnel data accessible via Mobile ID software.

3. Manual Tracking
Track and manage first responders from the EOC coming in and out of an emergency incident using a Tactron Tactical Board and printed PASS Tags/ID cards.

4. Share Data
Data is accessible on-site out in the field, back at department headquarters, and from any authorized departments within a city, county, state, etc. Mobile ID works both on- & off-line and is kept current among an admin network through data synchronization supporting one centralized database.

Add Mobile Electronic Accountability

**Emergency Event Manager**
Mobile Solutions® Emergency Event Manager Solution (EEMS) can be integrated to provide mobile electronic accountability. Using a mobile handheld device, the EOC can do the following on-site at an emergency scene:
> Create incidents & divisions from your device
> Check responders in or out from an incident by scanning the barcode on the PASS Tag/ID
> Use a mobile device as a remote checkpoint
> View incident status in real time at the EOC

**Mobile Solutions® App**
The Mobile Solutions® App will allow users to perform the same functionality of Emergency Event Manager needed to track and manage first responders on-site at an emergency scene using their Android or Apple smartphone.